
The Principal Gatehouse of the Cochituate

 
Aqueduct

Built 1847‐48
History, Technology, Context

• Oldest wrought iron roof

 

in U.S. 
• One of two oldest extant wrought iron truss roofs in

 

U.S. — both part of Cochituate

 

Aqueduct 
• Oldest extant cast iron staircases intended for public use in

 

U.S.
• Oldest extant public water supply aqueduct principal gatehouses in

 

U.S.
• One of the earliest U.S. architectural uses of modern hydraulic‐type mortar
• Second municipal aqueduct in

 

U.S.
• Laid out by John B. Jarvis — pioneering canal, aqueduct, and railroad engineer and inventor of the 

 
standard American design steam railway locomotive

•

 

Engineering design supervised by E.S. Chesbrough

 

— pioneering water and sewer engineer who 

 
famously reversed the Chicago River and sent it to the Mississippi

•

 

Brookline gatehouse: Architectural frontispiece of Boston’s largest municipal project to date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From left to right: 
• An 1849 “as built” architectural drawing of the gatehouse showing the buried pipes
• An 1876 photograph with the door standing open to welcome visitors
• A 1960s Historic American Engineering Record photograph
• The gatehouse after the encroaching 1944 buildings were removed in 2009.



The Principal Gatehouse of the Cochituate

 

Aqueduct
Built 1847‐48

History, Technology, Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For most Brookline residents and, even for its Preservation Commission, the Brookline Reservoir’s gatehouse was long “hidden in plain sight” — despite its imposing granite construction.  Perhaps its boarded up windows and “Sportsmen’s Club” sign camouflaged it in the mind’s eye.
After many years as a Commission member – and 30 as a town resident — I decided to learn more about it.   However, the Commission’s records told nothing of it’s interior.  It was listed twice on the National Register of Historic Places: as part of the “Brookline Reservoir” and of the “Cochituate Aqueduct Linear National Register District”.  And its exterior had been photographed for the Historic American Engineering Record.  But apparently, no one documenting it had looked inside.  
In April 2007, Roger Reed, then the Commission’s chief Preservation Planner, and I set off to explore the unknown.  On first entering the building, we looked up into the gloom, and saw many light-gauge metal trusses.  “The original roof has been replaced with metal,” we said, “too bad!” — and then, as our flashlights traced the riveted rectangular iron bars — “Oh, this might be original; that’s interesting.”  As my limited prior experience with early iron architecture was with cast iron structures in Europe, 1848 did not then seem especially early to me.
Otherwise, we found the bare brick walls of the room wet from leaking gutters that poured all the rain down inside them.  (A condition since corrected by the building department.)  Most of the floor was a plywood platform, except for a lower section seemingly covered in “tarpaper” (much-decayed linoleum over granite).  At the far end, through a sagging beadboard partition, cast iron stairs led downward.  The iron stairs themselves didn’t attract our attention; our concern was getting down them in one piece.  All but buried in fallen plaster, they were a treacherous scree slope.
At the bottom of the stairs, was more damp gloom and an arched opening into a deep stone vault.  We could just discern a wet, rock-faced granite wall rising above huge pipes.
After clambering out, we began researching iron roofs in America and soon guessed that Brookline had a truly significant surviving pioneer.  To confirm our understanding we invited Sara Wermiel, an expert on nineteenth century iron construction, to see the roof.  (The building department meanwhile cleaned up the fallen plaster and strung some lights.)  Sara’s attention was quickly drawn from the roof, which she confirmed to be original, to the stairs.  They too, she said, were very early of their kind.  
And so, with the aid of historians, engineers, and architects in the U.S. and Europe, and not least the Preservation Commission’s extremely professional staff, I began to research this, the Lower or Principal Gatehouse of the Cochituate Aqueduct and its historical context, to prepare the way for a now recently completed technical and engineering study for the building’s stabilization — with the ultimate goal of its reopening to the public. 



1652 “the Ancient Conduit”

 

in Boston proper.

 
1795 private Jamaica Pond company —wooden pipes

 
1825 first study for city owned water supply  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to supplying water, Jamaica Pond (shown here) also was harvested for ice in the winter and was bordered by ice houses.  
When there was a fire in a house near one of the Water Company’s wooden pipes, the firemen would dig down to it, bore a hole in it, and attach their hoses.  When the fire was out, they would drive a wooden plug into the hole and note where it was – the origin of our term “fire plug.”



John Bloomfield Jervis 

 
(1795‐1885)

Consulting engineer 

 
to Cochituate

 
aqueduct

Design engineer of 

 
1842 Croton 

 
Aqueduct

Inventor of first high 

 
speed U.S. locomotive
In 1830 

E. S. Chesbrough

 
(1813‐1886)

Design engineer 
of the aqueduct.

Later reversed 

 
flow of Chicago 

 
river and raised 

 
streets and whole 

 
city blocks there

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ellis Sylvester Chesbrough began his career as a surveyor’s chainman.  Chesbrough or a subordinate was responsible for the specification and/or design of both gatehouses’ iron roof structures.  But it is almost inconceivable, that both were designed by the same hand and/or built by the same fabricator — they are too different.  
Later in Chicago Chesbrough famously built a two-mile long tunnel under Lake Michigan to supply the city’s drinking water and reversed the flow of the sewage-laden Chicago River, so that it no longer fouled Lake Michigan but rather flowed though a canal towards the Mississippi. 



The Cochituate

 

Aqueduct 1846‐48: 
from Wayland thru Natick, Needham (now Wellesley), & Newton to Brookline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The entire Cochituate Aqueduct system had no pumps.  Like Roman aqueducts, the egg-shaped brick aqueduct was a man made stream, carefully engineered to a consistent slope of only three and one-half inches per mile.  For most of its length it ran as below-grade conduits and tunnels (as did many sections of Roman aqueducts).  The five foot-wide conduit was large enough to allow the passage of a small boat for inspections and could deliver ten million gallons of water per day. 
In places where Roman aqueducts would have required above-ground multi-arched structures, Boston’s engineers had the advantage of pressure-containing iron pipe.  It allowed them to build inverted-siphons to carry the water down through, rather than over, low areas, such as the Charles River, and back up to almost the same height on the other side, without pumping.



Cochituate

 

Aqueduct tunnel leads to

 

small inlet gatehouse

 

(right end). 
Bypass aqueduct runs under

 

bank along Boylston St. to the lower gatehouse (left end). 

Lower left: Section through the dam showing the bypass aqueduct.

The plan is turned with south at the top.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the Brookline Reservoir a pipe went down about 120 feet, to sea level in the Back Bay before going back up to the Beacon Hill Reservoir which was only four feet lower.  The designer of the then-much admired Beacon Hill Reservoir is unknown.  It was demolished in the 1890s after the Fisher Hill Reservoir, at a 245 ft. elevation, came into service.  Only the Beacon Hill Reservoir’s huge dedicatory tablets survive, after a century awaiting a new home at the Metropolitan Waterworks Museum.



The Great Water Celebration on October 25th, 1848 
100,000 people saw a 96 foot high column of water gushing from the Frog Pond 

almost to the height of the Brookline Reservoir.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Renaissance Rome’s aqueducts were terminated by fountains.  In Boston that role was at times fulfilled by the jet of water rising from the Frog Pond in the Common, with various nozzles put onto the outlet to produce differing effects.



At last, Boston’s water 
was safer than beer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When beer was often less impure than most urban water, the introduction of clean drinking water into the city was an opportunity for celebration and proselytizing by the temperance movement which, like abolition, was a fervent crusade of the era.  The Great Water Celebration included temperance marchers, as well as temperance floats, and temperance speeches, all extolling the (non-alcoholic) purity of Cochituate water.



1849 “as built”

 

renderings of the gatehouse — Charles Edward Parker, Architect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Brookline Gatehouse was intended to be more than simply functional.  Both internally and externally it was also the elegant, substantial representation of this largely hidden, engineering enterprise and major civic investment.  Its “iron roof” was externally visible.  Its iron stairs were the first available to the American public.
It was a common convention of drawing at that time to just show windows and door openings as voids.  The front is on the left, the dam side on the top right, with the underwater entrance tunnel, and below it the side elevation, cut through the dam, shows the by-pass aqueduct that ran through the embankment connecting the two gatehouses. 



The Brookline Gatehouse in 1863 and 1876. 
The architectural frontispiece of the entire project

Visitors passed through it to stroll the path around the reservoir. 



The cast iron staircases.  On their right,

 

the surviving leaf of the

 

entrance doors, 
on their left

 

a door opening into the

 

void of the bulkhead chamber.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pair of delicately pierced cast iron staircases.  Their symmetrical formality is consistent with the symbolic importance of the Gatehouse.  The stairs lead to the main room above — and to the light which would have poured down from it.  These are the earliest known cast iron staircases intended for use by the general public in the U.S.  There are relatively few earlier in Europe.



A section drawing through the staircases. 
Between them, the arched entrance to the pipes below.
Above, eight large windows with elaborate moldings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Immediately inside the building, opposite the street level front entrance, is a smooth, unadorned, granite wall, containing an unembellished archway closed by a pair of massive, metal studded, verdigris green wooden doors.  These swing open into the void of a deep chamber enclosed with rockfaced granite and spanned by granite slabs.  The 26-foot high bulkhead wall seen through the archway holds back the reservoir.  Built into the bottom of this wall are three large pipe-like iron fittings that mate with cast iron pipes, passing through the bottom of the chamber, that supplied Boston’s water.



Only earlier U.S. stairs 
with iron structures.

Clockwise from above

1834 cast iron stairs, Eastern State Penitentiary, Philadelphia

1839 iron and wood flying staircase, “Pauper’s Insane Asylum,”

 
Blackwell’s Island, N.Y.C — destroyed

1841 cast iron staircase, Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, 

 
Philadelphia — demolished 

1847 cast iron stairs, Mt. Desert Rock Lighthouse, Me.



Tread‐support of

 

Gatehouse stairs

Athenaeum’s surviving spiral staircase 

About six months newer

Made by Smith & Lovett

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The symmetrical paired cast iron staircases in the Brookline Gatehouse differ from the few known earlier U.S. staircases in having expressed stringers, rather than in having none or in copying the appearance of “flying” treads.  They also differ in having perforated risers and end supports. While they bear no foundry marks, they are clearly related to a just slightly newer spiral staircase at the Boston Athenaeum.  It must be assumed that they came from the same manufacturer, Smith & Lovett, who specialized in architectural iron.  There is a Boston Water Works payment voucher for “iron work” to “D. Stafford & Co.,” an older name for Smith & Lovett. 



• Above: 21 wrought 

 
iron roof trusses 

 
support iron plate 

 
roof

• Left: Riveted joints.

• Right: “Clips”

 

held 

 
truss to roof.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While iron-plate storage tanks and boat hulls had been built since the 1830s, we have identified no U.S., pre-1848, self-supporting, wrought iron roof surface, fully riveted together for security, structural continuity, and/or weather tightness comparable to the Brookline roof.
The now internally-exposed, approximately 1/16” thick, continuous, “sheet iron” (wrought iron) roof of the Brookline Gatehouse is supported by 21 lightweight, four-panel, Howe roof trusses assembled from square and rectangular wrought iron bars.  Possibly the roof was zinc primed.  Both it and the trusses appear also to have been coated with coal tar.  Because of the plastered ceiling, the trusses were invisible and unknown for most of the last 160 years.  While the externally visible “iron roof” was mentioned in early descriptions of the building, the trusses were not. 



Lake Cochituate

 

Gatehouse and roof truss (1903 “as built”

 

drawing)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Above:  The aqueduct’s Inlet Gatehouse on Lake Cochituate, originally built at the same time as the Brookline Gatehouse, also has a wrought iron truss roof structure, but of an entirely different, less “modern” design, although its members are more substantial and thus, in strictly visual terms, it might seem more impressive.  It does not have an iron roof and probably never had one.  The aqueduct’s official history speaks of an “iron roof” on the Brookline Gatehouse and of a “metal roof” (a tin roof) on the Lake Cochituate Gatehouse. 
Below: Lake Cochituate Inlet Gatehouse — Left: section/elevation.  Center: Cross section of aqueduct.  Right: Plan.  Water passed through the gatehouse from right to left. 



Section cut through center of Brookline Gatehouse with reservoir on left

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the left: a) the intake tunnel though the dam, ending in the “screen chamber” under the walkway outside the west wall, which would have housed “trash racks,” and from which three openings lead into three parallel sequences of chambers, one for each outlet pipe; b) the “guard gate chamber” just inside the building; c) the “regulating gate chamber”, the upper part of which could be combined with the upper parts of the flanking regulating gate chambers to allow distribution of water from the circular by-pass aqueduct (seen in the upper part of the chamber); d) the “pipe chamber” (which, beginning in 1856, housed in its upper part the rotating screen); e) the sloped bulkhead wall, effectively the dam face, with pipe-like fittings passing through its base for the three pipes to Boston; f) the bulkhead chamber, with the pipes passing through its lower extension, below the vestibule with its cast iron stairs, and through the front foundation into a gate-valve chamber under the steps in front of the building (not shown).  Water entering the gatehouse first went trough the guard gate chamber’s normally open gate, was diverted upwards by the normally closed regulating gate chamber’s gate, and passed over the regulating gate chamber’s lower-height downstream wall (originally through a screen atop that wall), down through the pipe chamber, and out the pipe.  The areas in pink are brick; those in grey are granite.  The elaborate door and window surrounds and the marble dedicatory plaque between them reflect the public and representational nature of the space. 



Above: Main floor plan of gatehouse 

 
showing inlet below water. 

Right: Plan at level of inlet showing 

 
iron pipes leaving gatehouse.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Right: a section cut though the gate chambers, showing the bypass aqueduct coming in the side of the building
• Upper left: part of a surviving window and surround with faux wood grain painting and a fragment of the coved plaster ceiling.
• Lower left:  The space as it is today with the plaster gone, the gate chambers covered with a plywood floor, the iron roof trusses exposed, and partition walls over the iron staircases remaining from the building’s 1926 conversion for recreational use.



To stabilize and save roof  
truss ends and clips

 

must be repaired

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Right: the roof trusses as seen from below.  Despite looking very rusty, wrought iron rusts very slowly and most of the iron is sound.
• Lower left:  The end of a truss corroded from resting on wet leveling brick after the gutters failed during the era of highly acidic rain.
• Upper left: Proposed truss repair from the engineering study, which says the roof can be made good again.



Beginning 1902 —H.S. hockey on reservoir —Daily Crimson reports state of ice for skating
1922 —N.E.A.A.A.U. 

 

swimming races in reservoir.
1926 — Gatehouse fitted with floor for recreation use — 4th of July swimming thru 1950s 
• Men's & women's WCs, changing rooms for swimming, warming hut for skating
• Concrete dock for swimming and fishing
1945 — Proposal for $500,000 War Memorial recreation center in Reservoir Park.
1952‐1960s — Sportsmen's [fishing] Club occupies gatehouse (sign over door)
1970s‐90s — ongoing interior gutter leakage, 1926 floor collapses, ceiling & wall plaster 

 
lost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reservoir drained for repairs showing the 1926 swimming dock.



In 2009 the collapsing wooden 1944 emergency pumping station 
and its brick electrical transformer building were removed, 

restoring to the gatehouse its original setting. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2009 the Board of Selectmen voted to support the Brookline Preservation Commission’s application for National Historic Landmark status for the gatehouse.  The Olmsted site and JFK Birthplace house are also National Historic Landmarks.
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